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Purpose

Methodology

The purpose of this strategy document is to outline
the digital objectives, along with the analysis, tactics
and review techniques to help achieve our
communication objectives and increase engagement
via Beds SU digital channels.

The following steps were undertaken in developing this
strategy:

The core aim is to provide a blueprint for Beds SU staff and
third party suppliers that informs how and why digital
practices should be carried out to help achieve the
objectives within the wider Beds SU communications
framework.

1. Complete audit of Beds SU current digital platforms

2. On site workshop with key Beds SU staff to discuss
objectives and review resources/restrictions
3. Audience profiling
4. Peer analysis of similar organisations with a strong digital
presence
5. Analysis of relevant UK trends and emerging technology /
platforms
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Strategy framework
Audience
Who are we trying to reach? What motivates them?
What are the barriers that prevent us from talking to them?
Where can we reach them?
Objectives
What are we trying to achieve?
What can we do to help us reach these goals?
What are our resources and our limitations?
Content
What kind of content will help us achieve our objectives?
What tactics can we employ to help make content creation easier?
What do we need to consider when creating content?
Platforms and Publishing
What platforms should we be using to help achieve our objectives? When should we publish
content? Are there any tools that we could use to help manage multiple platforms?
creation easier? What do we need to consider when creating content?
Analytics
How will we measure the success of the content we publish?
How can we review analytics to help optimise future content?
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Summary

Findings and recommendations
The process of developing the Beds SU digital strategy has resulted in some key findings that can be adopted to compliment
the wider communications strategy.

Audience
Beds SU has a wide and diverse audience. It was established that
the audiences differ in many ways, including how they chose to
engage with digital content. The strategy process has identified
seven unique digital audiences: ‘general’ students, international
students, mature students, home students, external stakeholders,
alumni and prospective students.
Its important to note that due to specific nature of digital content
and what Beds SU are trying to achieve, digital audiences have
been split differently to that of the Beds SU communication
strategy. This is to allow for specific digital behaviors to be
matched with key digital objectives.
The strategy process identified that the digital audiences deemed
most important to the organisation were ‘general’ students, mature
students and internal stakeholders. This strategy offers practical
advice on considerations for each of these main audiences and
will establish the unique considerations that should be made.
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Objectives
This strategy has identified three strategic objectives that all
digital activity can be measured against. These objectives were
decided after reviewing the organisation requirements that
underpin the need for this strategic document as discussed
during the workshop phase. The three objectives are to;
a) Increase Awareness
b) Increase Engagement
c) Increase Traffic to the Beds SU Website.
Content
The document will outline recommendations for content creation,
content types and publishing techniques/tools that will aid you in
achieving the objectives set. These recommendations have been
based on Beds SU current digital activity, as well as research into
audience behaviour and best practice examples.
Platform
The document will outline the key platforms that should be adopted
to enable content to maximise its online reach. For platforms that are
already used by Beds SU, this document will advise how to enhance
activity to meet the objectives set.

Our Audience
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Target Audience
‘General’ Students

The key target audience that was identified was ‘general’
students between the ages of 18 - 21. This embodies 60%
of students that attend the University of Bedfordshire.
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To fully understand what content should be created for this
audience, there is a requirement to understand statistics around
their online use and to explore what is important to them, along
with general considerations attached to them.

These are
digital natives

They use online
to Search

They aren’t
to be sold to

This audience grew up with
social media being an active
part of their lives. The vast
majority of this audience use
social media everyday.

This audience will actively
search for answers online,
often in favour of more
traditional methods such as
personal contact.

The number one reason that
this audience uses social
media is to connect with
friends and family.
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Target Audience
‘General’ Students

WHAT ARE THE ONLINE HABITS OF THIS AUDIENCE?
They’re always online
16 - 24 year olds spend
more than 27 hours a
week online.

Facebook still dominates
39% of all UK Facebook
users are aged between
13 - 29

Video is important
YouTube is considered the
‘coolest’ social network
amongst a teenage audience.
Companies using video enjoy
41% more web traffic than
those who don’t.
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Mobile use is important
89% of 16 - 21 year olds own
a mobile device. Smartphones
have now overtaken desktops
as the most popular device for
getting online.

Key takeways
1. There’s a lot of competition
Who are we trying to reach? What motivates them?
What are the barriers that prevent us from talking to them?
Where can we reach them?
2. Focus on mobile
The shift is increasing year on year towards mobile. Therefore all digital content needs
to be created with a mobile audience in mind.
3. Facebook is key (for now)
Facebook is still the key platform, although there it’s acknowledged that this audience uses
multiple platforms. Content should therefore be created and tailored for each platform.
4. Consider video
Video plays an important role in social content with this audience. Therefore, you should
consider increase your video content in order to effectively engage with this audience.
5. Short attention spans
The average attention span for this audience is decreasing. Content should be short,
concise and to the point in order to increase engagement. Content should therefore
be created and tailored for each platform.
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Target Audience #2
Mature Students

The secondary target audience that was identified was
mature students.

They are
time short

This audience is likely to have
less disposal time and so
spend less time online.
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To fully understand what content should be created for this
audience, there is a requirement to understand statistics around
their online use and to explore what is important to them, along
with general considerations attached to them.

They rely on
online and offline

This audience are more likely
to use a mix of online and
offline tools to gain answers.

Use less
social platforms

This audience are less likely to
use as many social platforms
as a younger audience.

Target Audience #2
Mature Students

WHAT ARE THE ONLINE HABITS OF THIS AUDIENCE?
They’re less online
On average, this audience spends
20 hours online per week, compared
to 27 hours for 16-24 year olds.

Facebook still dominates
61% of all UK Facebook
users are aged 30+

Live off campus
The majority of mature
students live off campus,
meaning there is a greater
need to communicate with
them online.
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Different priorities
The priorities of this audience
mostly differs from a younger
audience - factors like financial
support and childcare options
play large roles.

Key takeways
1. They may not have the time to seek you out
This audience is generally much busier than other students. Therefore, you can not purely
rely on organic posting techniques for them to discover your content.
2. They will be interested in different content
Content that is geared towards a younger audience, such as night-club promotions
will not carry as much weight with this audience.
3. Facebook is key (for now)
Facebook is still the key platform for this audience.
4. Consider video
Video plays an important role in social content with this audience. Consider increase
video content in order to effectively engage with this audience.
5. Short attention spans
The average attention span for this audience is decreasing. Content should be short,
concise and to the point in order to increase engagement.
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Target Audience #3
Internal Stakeholders

The third target audience that was identified was internal
stakeholders.
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This audience consists of varying profiles - so we can’t profile
them in the same way. However there are things that we know
about them that can help influence our content creation.

They are
brand advocates

They will be talking to the
same audience

An internal audience is likely to be an existing
brand advocate. Make sure that they are aware
of your online activity, share posts with them, tag
them in your content, chances are that they’ll
share it and help you expand your audience.

In general, they will be talking to the same
audience as you in their own digital content.
Use this to your advantage by looking at the
content they are producing and noting what
works well / doesn’t work so well, you can use
these insights to help inform you in your own
content creation efforts.
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What do our audience
want from us?
WHY WOULD THEY ENGAGE WITH BEDS SU ONLINE CONTENT?
As well as understanding why our audience is online in the
first place, it is important to understand what Beds SU can
uniquely offer to make being a member of our online
community rewarding and worthwhile.

Growing online audience through awareness campaigns is only
part of the challenge. In order to receive constant high levels of
engagement we need to consider what kind of content will keep
the audience as active members of our online community.

To find help and assistance
For support
To keep informed with Beds SU activities, events and opportunities
To be part of the Beds SU online community
To access exclusive offers and giveaways
To view unique, valuable content that enhances their University experience.
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Our digital objectives
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Content objectives

All digital content produced and published should have the following
three objectives at their core…
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Objective #1
Increase Awareness

There is a need to increase the awareness about the Students Union and its benefits to
our audiences. It has been identified that there is a lack of understanding about what the
Union does, the University often misrepresents the Union and a lot of students spend a
significant amount of time off-campus.

Tactics to achieve this

Ultilise paid advertising techniques to increase reach
Focus on creating unique content to fit the requirements of differing audiences
Increase the use of other important digital platforms
Begin to collect data for remarketing
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Objective #2
Increase Engagement

Currently, Beds SU has an average level of engagement on the majority of it’s social
content. Therefore, it is an objective to increase the overall engagement surrounding the
content created.

Tactics to achieve this
Adopt the use of a content calendar to plan out content in advance
Use analytics to determine what content resonates well with our audience
Start to produce more topical content surrounding national trends and holidays
Focus less on ‘selling’
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Objective #3
Increase Website Traffic

Although awareness and engagement play a vital role in return on influence,
increasing website traffic ultimately leads to a return on investment. However,
it’s not just about sending any old traffic to your website - it’s about sending
valuable, quality traffic that is likely to convert..

Tactics to achieve this

Include call to actions where relevant
Use UTM links on all links to understand what platforms work well and why
Use targeting techniques to increase relevance
Focus on creating custom landing pages for all large scaled campaigns
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Content: social media
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Key Social Media Platforms

In order to achieve objectives, Beds SU should be using a variety of platforms.
However, as staffing resources is restricted it is recommended that a focus, should be on the key platforms for our digital
audience demographic. It is more important to focus on consistent, engaging content on a handful of platforms instead of
‘spreading ourselves too thin’ by trying to implement too many.
After reviewing resources, and considering the demographics of key audiences along with the most current national statistics around UK
web use, this strategy recommends that Beds SU focuses on the following platforms:

Facebook

One page for main Union presence, along with separate pages for commercial venues.

Instagram

One account for main Union presence, along with separate accounts for commercial venues.

Twitter

One account for main Union presence, along with separate accounts for commercial venues. Officers should also have their
own, unique accounts.

Youtube
Snapchat

One account for main Union presence, officers can perform ‘take overs’ on Snapchat stories.
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Key Considerations : Facebook

Key Considerations : Facebook
Content Rich
Content
Rich
Facebook
is good for content rich posts. If you

Facebook
for content
richFacebook
posts. If you is
have
fromis good
an event
then
where you
lots of photos from an event then Facebook is where
Remember, you want people to share - so if you
you should post them.

people are likely to tag themselves or their friend
that’s you
even
better!
Remember,
want
people to share, so if you have
content where people are likely to tag themselves or
their friends in the comments, that’s even better!

Use Facebook Live

Use Facebook Live

The statistics
surrounding
Facebook live
are
The statistics
surrounding
Facebook
live are stag
staggering.
and use way
it in a -relevant
way - for host
ex- a Q&A for
it in aTry
relevant
for example,
ample, host a Q&A for your new incoming students
students during the summer.
during the summer.

Encourage
a conversation
Encourage
a conversation

Facebook acts as an online forum. Asks questions on
your posts or create content that is likely to prompt
Facebook acts as an online forum. Asks question
an emotional reaction. Once the conversation starts,
create
that is
likely to prompt an emotio
watch
as yourcontent
reach expands
rapidly.

the conversation starts, watch as your reach expan
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Key Considerations : Instagram

Key Considerations : Instagram

Apply creativity

Just plonking any old photo won’t work. You d
but you do need
Just plonking
anyto
oldthe
photo
won’tSeasonal
work. You don’t
creativity
shot.
campus shots al
need for
to be
a
professional
photographer,
but
you
do
example.

Apply
creativity
professional
photographer,

need to apply a bit of creativity to the shot. Seasonal
campus shots always go down well, for example.

Great
for user
generated
content
Great
for user
generated

con

Instagram is a perfect channel to encourage your users
to doInstagram
the work for is
you.
up a to
weekly
a Consider
perfect setting
channel
encourage yo
competition where you challenge your audience to
work for you. Consider setting up a weekly com
submit their best campus or event photos in exchange
submit
their best
for a challenge
small prize, oryour
simplyaudience
the pride of to
being
the winner
and featured
pages! for a small prize, or simply the
photoson
inyour
exchange

winner and featured on your pages!

Hashtags

Don’t forget that Instagram loves hashtags! Review all
relevant hashtags and make sure you include them on
your post. You should also create your own hashtag
that you always use, as well as encouraging your
usersDon’t
to do the
same.that Instagram loves hashtags! R
forget

Hashtags

hashtags and make sure you include them on you
also create your own hashtag that you alway
encouraging your users to do the same.
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Key Considerations : Snapchat

Key Considerations : Snapchat

Behind the scenes glimpses

A great way to use Snapchat would be to offer

Behind
the- this
scenes
glimpses
glimpses
could be
at important exec meetin
A great
to use Snapchat
of way
a popular
event. would be to offer behind
the scenes glimpses, this could be at important exec
meetings, or for the setup of a popular event.

Exclusive
content
Exclusive
content

You’ll need to rely exclusively on organic content to
build You’ll
up yourneed
snapchat
A good way
build
to audience.
rely exclusively
ontoorganic
conten
your audience,
is
to
use
content
that
is
only
available
snapchat audience. A good way to build your
by following you on Snapchat. Perhaps you could offer
that is
only
available
you on
20% content
off at Starbucks
if the
user
shows theby
till following
staff a
you voucher
could offer
20%
at Starbucks if the user s
snapchat
that you
sendoff
out.

snapchat voucher that you send out.

Takeovers

increase the engagement on this channel by
allowing relevant ‘takeovers’. Perhaps you could give
a society access for the day? This not only gives your
audience some insight into your union activities, but
thereach
engagement
on pre-existing
this channel by allow
also increase
expands your
by dipping into
audiences.
overs’. Perhaps you could give a society access fo

Takeovers

only gives your audience some insight into your u
also expands your reach by dipping into pre-existin
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Key Considerations : YouTube

Key Considerations : Youtube

Content is king
Although, for larger campaigns you may want

Content
is king value - you don’t need to be
higher production

Although,
for larger
campaigns
you mayiswant
YouTube
account.
Content
keya -video
make sure th
that has
a
higher
production
value
you
don’t
need
the views will come.
to be Spielberg to have a YouTube account. Content
is key - make sure the idea is good and the views will
come.

Post on Facebook first, then o

Post on Facebook first,
publishing videos, it’s best to first publish
thenWhen
on YouTube

due to the higher reach you’ll get verses embedd

When publishing videos, it’s best to first publish them
However,
isreach
the worlds
largest sear
on Facebook
due YouTube
to the higher
you’ll get2nd
verses
want a to
also link.
publish
toYouTube
YouTube
embedding
YouTube
However,
is theso that you
worldsrediscovered
2nd largest search
engine,
so you’ll want to also
in the
future.
publish to YouTube so that your content can be
rediscovered in the future.

Republish

Republish

yourthe
videos
the best
chance
Give Give
your videos
best chance
of being
viewed of
by being view
embedding
on your
websiteininrelevant
relevant areas
them them
on your
website
areas that gain a
that gain a lot of traffic.
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Key Considerations : Twitter

Key Considerations : Twitter
Brand jamming

Brand jamming is a great way to hijack popular h

Brand
fromjamming
their traffic. If John Lewis is realising their ne

Brandcan
jamming
a great way
to hijack popular
youis quickly
produce
some satirical conte
hashtags and benefit from their traffic. If John Lewis is
Twitter using their hashtag?
realising their new Christmas advert, can you quickly
produce some satirical content and publish to
Twitter using their hashtag?

Tweet
the proper
Tweet
with with
the proper
format

format

Start your
tweet
with
text and
then
addand
a link.then
Makeadd a link. M
Start
your
tweet
with
text
sure tothe
include
the
attribution
with
@mentions
attribution with @mentions ifif applicable. The
applicable. Then add hashtags and insert your image.

insert your image.

Add Images for Shared Links

It’s no surprise that tweets with images stand out and
get more engagement than tweets without images.
Make sure you include relevant images that are the
right dimensions in your tweets.

Add Images for Shared Links

It’s no surprise that tweets with images stand
engagement than tweets without images. Make
relevant images that are the right dimensions in yo
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Key Considerations : all social content

Key Considerations : all social content

WHAT SHOULD YOU BARE IN MIND WHEN CREATING SOCIAL CONTENT?

WHAT TO BARE IN MIND WHEN CREATING SOCIAL CONTENT?

Don’t focus on selling

Don’tRemember,
focus on
selling
people
don’t sign up to social media to be sold too. Try and focus 8
Key Considerations
:
all
social
content
Remember,
peopleengaging,
don’t sign relevant
up to social
media to
sold too.an
Tryengaged
and
creating
content.
Bybebuilding
audience through go
focus
WHAT SHOULD YOU BARE IN MIND WHEN CREATING SOCIAL CONTENT?

80%
of your
effortsofon
creatingconversion
engaging, relevant
content.
more
chance
a higher
rate for
your ‘sales’ type messages.
By building an engaged audience through good content, you’ve got more
chance of a higher conversion rate for your ‘sales’ type messages.

Don’t focus on selling

Curate Content

Curate Content
short of s
time? User generated content is a great way to have access to a

Remember, people don’t sign up to social media to be sold too. Try and focus 80% of your efforts on
creating engaging, relevant content. By building an engaged audience through good content, you’ve got
more chance of ahort
higherof
conversion
rate forgenerated
your ‘sales’ type
messages.is a great way to have access
time? User
content

to a pool of g
the use
of your
hashtag
(maybe
through
competition)
pool of great
content.
Influence
the use
of your
hashtaga(maybe
through and use social monitoring
Curate
Content
by your
students,
you can
share created
on yourbyown
a competition)
and
use socialthat
monitoring
to then
find content
yoursocial profiles.
students, that you can then share on your own social profiles.
short of time? User generated content is a great way to have access to a pool of great content. Influence

Use data to influence content

the use of your hashtag (maybe through a competition) and use social monitoring to find content created
by your students, that you can then share on your own social profiles.

Use data to influence content

Use analytics to gain insights into the kind of content your audience likes to engage

Use analytics
to gain insights
into the kind of content your audience likes
Use data
to influence
content
stuff that works well, and less of the stuff that doesn’t. Simple!
to engage with. Do more of the stuff that works well, and less of the stuff

Use analytics to gain insights into the kind of content your audience likes to engage with. Do more of the
that
doesn’t.
stuff that
works
well, andSimple!
less of the stuff that doesn’t. Simple!
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Call to action

WHERE RELEVANT, ALL SOCIAL CONTENT SHOULD TRY AND INCLUDE A CALL TO ACTION.
By following this strategy, most organic content will not require a call-to-action as the messages won’t focus on ‘selling’.

he messages won’t
focus
on content
‘selling’.and
However,
paid content
However,
paid
a smallyour
proportion
of organic content will - in these cases, include a call-to-action. Including a
a call-to-action.
Including awill
call-to-action
will helptraffic
drivetorelevant
call-to-action
help drive relevant
website, give a clear indication of what content they are about to ingest and
ncrease your chances
convert.
increase to
chances
to convert.

Indicate a specific action

Try to make your call-to-action as specific as possible,
tell the user exactly what you want them to do. An
example might be to ‘sign up now’ or to ‘book now’.

at

Explain the benefits

Make sure you clearly explain to your audience why
they should invest their time. Concisely explain what
they’ll get out of clicking on your link, and what they’ll
get out of it.

e.
et

Simplicity is key

Don’t over-complicate your message - don’t beat
around the bush, arrive at your point quickly.
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Content: email
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Key Considerations

Key Considerations

WHAT SHOULD YOU BARE IN MIND WHEN CREATING EMAIL CAMPAIGNS?

WHAT TO BARE IN MIND WHEN CREATING EMAIL CAMPAIGNS?

Data capture

The key to successful email campaigns is good
current data capture techniques to ensure that
Data
capture
of the
data you need to segment your audience e
The key to successful email campaigns is good data.
Review your current data capture techniques to ensure that you’re capturing all of the data you need to
segment your audience effectively.

Segment

Why would
Segment

you send an email to someone enti
society, if they’re already part of one? Segmen
Why would you send an email to someone enticing
youif they’re
emailsalready
to bepart
more
relevant, there
them allows
to join a for
society,
of one?
engagement.
Segmenting
your audience allows for you emails to be
more relevant, therefore increasing the engagement.

Mobile Optimised

Mobile Optimised

A significant proportion of your audience will be opening and reading your emails on a mobile device. If it
doesn’t
look good on
mobile, don’t
A significant
proportion
ofsend
yourit! audience will be op

your emails on a mobile device. If it doesn't loo
don’t send it!

32
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Key Considerations

Key Considerations

WHAT SHOULD YOU BARE IN MIND WHEN CREATING EMAIL CAMPAIGNS?

WHAT TO BARE IN MIND WHEN CREATING EMAIL CAMPAIGNS?

UseUse
a clear
line
a subject
clear subject

line

Give the reader a clear indication of what’s in the email and how it will benefit
them. This
might
opens,
as opposed
using ainclick-bait
subject,
Give
thesacrifice
readera few
a clear
indication
oftowhat’s
the email
and how it w
but ultimately it will lead to more click throughs to your website, which should be
a few opens, as opposed to using a click-bait subject - but ultimatel
the key objective.

to your website, which should be the key objective.

Can you split test?

Can you split test?

If your email service provider offers it, split test your email campaign
based on subject line. This will provide valuable insights into what
makes your audience click (literally!), that you can then feedback
If your
email service provider offers it, split test your email campa
into future
campaigns.

Use

provide valuable insights into what makes your audience click (litera
future campaigns.
social
shares

Always include social sharing tools in your emails. This allows your
readers to easily share your content on their own social channels.

Use social shares

Always include social sharing tools in your emails. This allows your rea
on their own social channels.
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Content: Blogging
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Key Considerations

Key Considerations

WHAT SHOULD YOU BARE IN MIND WHEN CREATING BLOGS?

WHAT TO BARE IN MIND WHEN CREATING BLOGS?

Showcase your expertise

Blogging allows you to show your audience that y
Use it as a way to promote the fact that you are e
Showcase
your
- this will
helpexpertise
the transition between online
Bloggingespecially
allows you around
to show your
audience
that
student
welfare.
you know your stuff. Use it as a way to promote
the fact that you are experts in your areas, this will
help the transition between online and offline
activity, especially around student welfare.

Format your content

You want to give your audience a clear indicator
that your
they will
have to invest to read your cont
Format
content
based blogs are so successful, as ‘5 top tip
You want to give your audience a clear indicator to how
dissertation’ immediately informs the reader tha
much time that they will have to invest to read your
to ingest.
content.points
That’s why
list based blogs are so successful,
as ‘5 top tips to nailing your dissertation’ immediately
informs the reader that they only have 5 points to ingest.

Build in a call to action

find to
a way
to build
BuildTryinand
a call
action

in a relevant call to a
about
healthy
foods,
not include a lin
Try andpost
find aisway
to build
in a relevant
call why
to action.
If your blog
is aboutshop?
healthyThat
foods,way
whyyou
not inyourpost
student
can collect thei
clude awell
link to
voucher footfall
for your student
shop?
That Win win!
asa driving
to your
venues.
way you can collect their email address, as well as
driving footfall to your venues. Win win!
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Paid advertising
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Summary on paid advertising
The increasing popularity of adblockers means that paid advertising cannot be solely relied upon and that the key to
any successful digital presence is engaging, relevant organic content. However, paid advertising still has a large role to
play in growing your online presence.
This document will recommend the techniques and tactics to employ to aid in achieving the objectives set out.

Remarketing

Remarketing allows you to reach out to your audience that
have previously visited your website. This can be tailored
down to individual page visits, or across your entire website.
This is achieved by placing ‘cookies’ in the header code of
your website. Visit the following websites for instructions on
how to install this:
www.facebook.com/business/learn/facebook-adswebsite-custom-audiences

Don’t just boost posts to all of your fans, as you won’t
get as high a ROI. Instead, use demographical targeting
to target their interests. Trying to promote a football team
tryout? Then use interest based targeting to select
people with an interest in sport, staying fit etc. Pair this up
with geographical targeting to make sure that you’re only
talking to people in the relevant area.

https://blog.twitter.com/2014/introducing-the-website-tag-forremarketing

Custom Audiences

https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/2454000?hl=en-GB
Remarketing can be paired up with demographic targeting to
increase relevance. For example, you could target an advert
at people who have visited your website during the elections
period to encourage them to vote, but deduct anyone from
that audience who is not a current Beds student.
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Demographic and
Geographical Targeting
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Take targeting a step further by building custom
audiences based on data that you already have. This
is the cleanest, most efficient way of only talking to the
people who are relevant to you.

vertising

Summary on paid advertising

al
c
p
u
or
st
ur

UTM Tracking

Make sure that you always use UTM links for your social
adverts. This allows you to analyse exactly how the traffic
produced by adverts behaves on your website. Take this a
step further by setting up goals within Google Analytics so
that you can get an exact idea of the ROI. For example, set
up a goal for online account set ups so that you can see
what ads were most effective in encouraging students to
create an account on your website.

m/

ll

Create UTM links here: https://ga-dev-tools.appspot.com/
campaign-url-builder/

s

Landing Pages

Always consider where your sending your traffic to.
A well optimised landing page should have the following:
• The landing page should have one, clear objective
• The sole focus of the page should be supporting this objective
• Make sure you have a clear call to action ‘above the fold’

www.cjpdigital.co.uk
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Summary of content recommendations
To summarise, to achieve Beds SU digital objectives, the following should
take place.
Post frequently on key platforms: at least once a day on Facebook and Instagram and 3-5 times a day on Twitter/Snapchat
Avoid ‘sales’ posts for organic content
Mix up content - use videos and photos more
Review data capture techniques and increase segmented email campaigns
Start to blog - try to commit to once a fortnight, showcasing your expertise
Use audience to our advantage - curate their existing content and re-use on your social channels
Don’t just rely on organic posting - use targeted paid techniques to expand the reach of your content
Install remarketing cookies on the Beds SU website to allow for retargeting
Remember to add a clear call-to-action, if its relevant
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Publishing: planning
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Planning Content
Planning Content

One of the restrictions that came out of the strategy workshop was
limited time and resources. A content calender will help to organise time
and resources, as well as ensuring that content aligns with other areas of
communications and strategy. Below is an example of how a simplistic
One of
the restrictions
came out of the strategy workshop was that you have limited time
content
calender
couldthat
look.

and resources. A content calender will help to
organise time and resources, as well as ensuring that your content aligns with your other areas of communications and strategy. Below is an
example of how a simplistic content calender could look.

CONTENT
Monday

Union launch video

Facebook video, YouTube

TARGET AUDIENCE
All

OBJECTIVE
Awareness
Awareness/
website traffic

Tuesday

Officer intro - pics with quotes

instagram, facebook

current students

Wednesday

Sports behind the scenes

snapchat story

current students

Awareness

Thursday

Topical content around BakeOff

Facebook, twitter

current students

Awareness/
engagement

41
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NOTES
Use paid support
link to website
using UTM

use to promote
baking soc

Planning Content: Tools

Planning Content: tools

WHAT SHOULD YOU BARE IN MIND WHEN CREATING BLOGS?

WHAT TO BARE IN MIND WHEN CREATING BLOGS?

Buffer

Use buffer to queue and optimise your soc
automatically work out when most of your audie
Buffer
will post for you
Use buffer to queue and optimise your social posts - it
will automatically work out when most of your audience
are online and will post for you

bit.ly

bit.lybit.ly will not only reduce the size of your links (

bit.ly willlinks
not only
reduce
of your links
into
this the
tosize
drastically
reduce their size), i
(you cananalytical
paste UTM insights
links into this
to
drastically
so you know many people a
reduce their size), it will also give you analytical
links.
insights so you know many people are clicking on
your links.

Hootsuite
Hootsuite

Hootsuite is a good way for multiple users to
manage
your social is
platforms.
Youway
can for
also multiple
set up
Hootsuite
a good
users to m
social monitoring
columns
so
that
you
can
closely
platforms. You can also set up social monitoring co
follow the hashtags that matter to you.

can closely follow the hashtags that matter to you.
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Reviewing analytics
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Setting up analytics
In order to understand what platforms are
returning the best results, it is vital that we
are using analytical tools properly.
This strategy recommends the set up of the following
as a minimum:

Goals within Google Analytics
Facebook Pixels
(for conversions - covered in paid
advertising section)
Screen monitoring software, such
as HotJar
Social media analytical tool
(such as Sprout Social)
www.cjpdigital.co.uk
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Google Analytics
WHAT SHOULD YOU BE REVIEWING IN GOOGLE ANALYTICS?

Google Analytics

WHAT TO BE REVIEWING IN GOOGLE ANALYTICS

Content

Accessed via site content > all pages

Getting into the habit of checking your site conte
gain a better understanding of what pages are po
Content
to influence content (for example, you might r
Accessed
via site
contentfinance
> all pages
about
student
is gaining a lot of hits
to ofpublish
blog
the will
topic). It can a
Getting decision
into the habit
checkinga our
siteon
content
under-performing,
and needs to
allow uswhen
to gainpages
a betterare
understanding
of what pages
are popular. This can help to influence content. It can
also help recognise realise when pages are
under-performing, and needs to be reviewed.

Bounce rate

Accessed via site content > all pages

Bounce
rate
A high bounce

rate means that a lot of peo

Accessed
via site content
all pages
website
on the >same
page they entered on. So

be expected
for example,
you
A high bounce
rate means- that
a lot of people
areshould
exiting expect a
anonevent
sign
upthey
page.
However,
generally th
the website
the same
page
entered
on.
Sometimes,
this should
be expected
for with
example,
we average pa
especially
when
paired-up
a low
should expect
bounce
on anbounce
event signrate
up means tha
that aahigh
page
has rate
a high
page. However, generally this is a bad thing,
some work. This is critical - especially when this
especially when paired up with a low average page
carry
duration. that
Knowing
thata ahigh
pageimportance.
has a high bounce rate
means that the page will need some work. This is critical,
especially when this is the case on pages that carry a
high importance.
45
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Google Analytics
WHAT SHOULD YOU BE REVIEWING IN GOOGLE ANALYTICS?

Google Analytics
WHAT TO REVIEW IN GOOGLE ANALYTICS

Landing Pages

Accessed via behaviour > site content > landin

This will show you what pages of your web
entrances.
This is a great way to see what pages
Landing
Pages
most popular and could help influence what con
Accessed via behaviour > site content > landing
pages social media campaigns.
This will show what pages of the website see the most
entrances. This is a great way to see what pages of our
website are most popular and could help influence what
content we create for social media campaigns.

Traffic Sources

Accessed via site acquisition > overview

view offers
TrafficThis
Sources

a great snapshot of the chann
well
for acquisition
you and those
that need work. Using
Accessed
via site
> overview
can also compare your efforts to previous yea
This viewcould
offers a great
snapshot
of the
channels
that
discover
that
you
are generating
less
are working
well
for
us
and
those
that
need
work.
Using
campaigns for this year vs the same period o
the date picker, we can also compare efforts to previous
regularly reviewing this, you’ll know where you
years. For example, we could discover that we are
efforts.
generating
less traffic from email campaigns for this year
vs the same period of time last year. By regularly
reviewing this, we will know where we need to focus
our efforts.

46
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Setting up goals
Goals in analytics allow us to understand how and
why our customers are converting.
This strategy recommends the set up of goals
for at least:
• event sign ups
• account registrations
• votes casted
You can set up goals by going to admin > view > goals
Goals are particularly powerful when paired up with UTM
links. This will allow us to view exactly how traffic
behaves after it’s come to our website from a digital campaign. This allows us to accurately pinpoint what platform
leads to more conversions.
We can review conversions from inbound UTM link campaigns by going to acquisition > campaigns > all campaigns
We should use these insights to influence what platforms
to invest in for future campaigns.

www.cjpdigital.co.uk
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Social media analytics
Looking at social media analytics regularly
is essential to help understand how content is
performing.
Each social media platform that have been identified
as key to success will have their own analytical tools.
However, as time has been identified as restrictive, it
would be beneficial to employ the use of a paid 3rd
party platform, such as Sprout Social. This will allow
us to review all platforms under one roof - as well as
allowing us to compare efforts vs previous years and
help inform us on where efforts should be focused.

www.cjpdigital.co.uk
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Social Analytics

Social analytics

WHAT SHOULD YOU BE REVIEWING IN SOCIAL ANALYTICS?

WHAT TO REVIEW IN SOCIAL ANALYTICS

Impressions

Impressions will allow you to understand ho
viewing your content. This is an effective way o
awareness and visibility.

Impressions

Engagement

Impressions will allow you to understand how many
people are viewing your content. This is an effective way
of reporting Reviewing
on brand awareness
and visibility. regularly will allow
your engagement

what kind of content your audience likes to se
might notice that videos generally gain a larg
Engagement
comments
and
shares
- compared
Reviewing your
engagement
regularly
will allow
you to un- to plai
derstand what
kind of content
your audience
likes
to see.
generally
don’t perform
well.
Use
these insights
For example,
you might
notice that videos generally gain
content
production.
a large amount of likes, comments and shares compared
to plain text posts that generally don’t perform well. Use
these insights to influence future content production.

Click-throughs

Click-throughs

Make sure you evaluate how your click-

Make sure you evaluate how your click-through rates are
performing.
One set
of out
thebuy
objectives
set out bu
performing. One
of the objectives
this
moretraffic
traffic
toBeds
the SU
Beds
SU website, so
strategy is topush
push more
to the
website,
so make it a check
habit to check
much
traffic is
how how
much
traffic
isbeing
being generated
generated by social content compared to previous years.

compared to previous years,
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Social Analytics

Social Analytics

WHAT SHOULD YOU BE REVIEWING IN SOCIAL ANALYTICS?

WHAT TO REVIEW IN SOCIAL ANALYTICS

Impressions

Impressions will allow you to understand ho
viewing your content. This is an effective way o
awareness and visibility.

Audience Demographics

Engagement

You want to make sure that the content you’re creating
is speaking to your key audiences. To do this, make
sure you check
your audience
demographics. regularly will allow
Reviewing
your engagement

what kind of content your audience likes to se

If your content is not engaging with the relevant
might
that videos
generally
gain a larg
audiences then
younotice
should consider
changing
either
shares
compared to pla
the kind of comments
content you’re and
producing
or your- targeting
methods. generally don’t perform well. Use these insights

content production.

Click-throughs

Make sure you evaluate how your clickperforming. One of the objectives set out bu
push more traffic to the Beds SU website, so
check how much traffic is being generated
compared to previous years,
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Heat mapping
Heat mapping and screen monitoring software
allows you to diagnose issues with under performing
pages.
If you discover through analytics that a key page is not
performing as it should be, heat mapping and screen
monitoring software can help you discover what’s going
wrong.
By reviewing recorded sessions of users activity and
by looking at what areas of your website are frequently
clicked, you can quickly and accurately get a view of any
user frustrations or barriers preventing them from their
goal.
HotJar can easily be installed by adding in some code to
your websites header.

www.cjpdigital.co.uk
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Google Tag Manager
Google Tag Manager is a free tool that makes it
easy for marketers to add and update website
tags, including conversion tracking, site analytics,
remarketing, and more - with just a few clicks,
and without needing to edit your website code.
As the strategy is recommending multiple tracking
codes to be installed to your website, it would be
beneficial to install Tag Manager. This one time
installation will mean that any tracking code can be
easily added to your website in the future, without the
need to go to your website agency or technical team.
You can set up the Tag Manager to fire on all pages,
or just single pages. This can be helpful when
building custom audiences - for example, you might
want to build an audience of everyone who has visited
your elections pages, but has not voted yet.
Find out more about the Tag Manager here:
https://tagmanager.google.com
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Summary of analytical
recommendations
To summarise, to achieve objectives, the following should take place.
Install Google Tag Manager, to allow for the easy installation of tracking code
Set up a social media reviewing platform, such as Sprout Social
Set up screen monitoring, such as HotJar
Set up Google Analytics goals
Commit to a monthly review of social media analytics - review impressions, engagement, click-throughs
and demographics
Commit to a monthly review of google analytics - review content, bounce rates, landing pages , traffic sources and
conversions
If a page isn’t performing well, using HotJar to analyse what is going wrong and how the page can be optimised
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